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AUTO SMASl1 FIRST ENTERTAINMENT IN COURSE

WE THANK YOU

NICHOLS & CO

Maine and Massachusetts

The Newest Link to our chain of Successful stores

KENNEBUNK

Was Opened Wednesday. November, 12.
In spite of the weather, with NO MUSIC, NO SOUVENIRS, No display except
GOOD MERCHANDISE, with attractive price, Our opening was a COMPLETE
SUCCESS and far exceeded our fondest hope.
Again we say our promise to Kennebunk is Good Merchandise of Good Quality,
with Good Service. Surely your kind of a store.

NICHOLS & CO

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

CHURCH NOTICES

IRennebunk Enterprise

A Remarkable Showing of Waists

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,'ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
Enterprise Phone 19

“LEST WE FORGET’

MAIL
i ORDERS
PROMPTLY
) FILLED

MAIL
ORDERS
PROMPTLY
BIDDEFORD, MAINE FILLED

AIST
S HO

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Res. 1 High St., Tel, 45-3
Service at 10.30 a. m. The sub
ject of the minister’s sermon will
be “When the Prince Comes.”
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m.
The topic of the lesson will be
“The Talents.”
Thursday, Noy. 20th, the
Woman’s Alliance will meet at 4
p. m. Reports will be given, of
the neighborhood Alliance meet
ing at Portsmouth by Mrs. Dore
mus, of tjfe neighborhood meeting
at Sanford by Mrs. Barry, of the
National Alliance meeting at BalSocial/Living.” The first topic,
H| timore by Mr. Doremus; At 6.30
j®ithe regular Parish Supper £nd SoS cial will be held.

AMERICA’S LEADING^ WAIST MANUFACTURES
CONTRIBUTE their smartest Models to our Sales^-at
SPECIAL PRICE CONCESSIONS to /celebrateNational
Blouse Week. You’re going to appreciate the undersell
ing more by ACTUALLY INSPECWG\the WAISTS
themselves. Mere descriptions and illustrations fail to
tell the splepdid savings and the charming style features
of these 3500 beautiful new WAÎSTS.

i-------- —
I CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

Will S. Coleman,. Minister
$ Parsonage 57 Main St., Tel. 53-12
§
Sunday ‘November 16

Stylish Comfortable

THE REGAL

SHOES FOR WOMEN

LE, DERNIER MOT

Yes the very same shoe,, Stylish anti comfortable. We
can fit you in one of the new models of the Red .Cross shoe
your first step in it will prove that in this shoe, which is
adorably trig and neat, you can be perfectly at ease. Red
Cross Shoes are well made 6f fine materials. They keep
their shape.

The best SHOES that the present art of Shoemaking
Can produce. -

PRICES RANGE FROM $8 to $15.

marble BLOCKSHOE STORE
as

REGAL
SHOES

DEC AT gives you the
iXLufiL kind of service
you want and have a right
to epxect, WORK, WEAR,
/ and WORTH.

Sunday morning service at 10.30
Wednesday evening service at
7.45. Everyone is. cordially in
vited to attend.

Is the week-end Feature—TodayM Friday and Saturday now bringing crowds to

One year ago last Tuesday, on the 11th of Noveinber, j
America celebrated the day of the great Armistice. The
Country went hilariously wild. Crowds paraded the
streets and the cheers of victory rent the sky from Atanltic
to the Pacific, from the Great Lakes to the Gulf, Nothing
was too good, not could be too good, for the boys who had
offered themselves in the service of their country. <
One year after that day, on the first anniversary, pro
claimed as a legal holiday in practically every state in the
'Union, we see only a half hearted celebration; In some
of the larger cities last Tuesday the day was given over
to rejoicing anil dedicated to the mighty host which served
in the army and navy of the United States.
But there were many communities which wholly ig
nored the day. The majority of the stores and factories
closed, but the people themselves made no attempt to cel
ebrate the day beyond going to some place where they
could find amusement of one sort or another. Stranger
than all,—in a large number of places not a flag or a
shred of decoration was displayed. The school committees, which are supposed to encourage patriotism, failed
even to have the stars and stripes displayed from the
school houses, and Town Halls and Soldiers’ Monuments
were minus National colors.
The Third Red Cross Roll Call is-underway, but the
response has been so meagre that it has beep found
necessary to continue the drive to obtain the requisite
money to carry on and finish the wqrk of the organization,
which consists principally in completing th§ great work
commenced by them for our soldiers and sailors and for
our allies in the Great War.

They aré made to endure.
Good looking, as they are,
their real worth lies in their
remarkable service values.
These values are realized
after the SHOES have be
come tried Veterans of the
road—after long, hard wear
that would end the useful
ness of ordinary footwear.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH <

John H. Hieserick D. C., Isabelle
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
CHIROPRACTORS
293 Main St., New Goodwin Block,
Biddeford, 10 a. m.-r-12m. 2-4 p. m.
Tues., Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m.
305 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford,

Mineola

Biddeford, Me.

|| 10,30 a. m.—Worship with ser» mon from thé theme : “Milder y ir
ai tues nOsSubstitute for Virile "QualitieL” This topic is suggested by
Ithe following quotation.from Roose
velt, “No abundance of the milder
virtues will save a nation that has
lost the virile qualities.”
11\45 à. m.—The Church School
with classes for all. The men^s
class will start, next Sunday the
discussions On : “The v Bible and
that for next Sunday,: will be
“What the Family is For.” Will
you not join us in the discussion
of these up-to-date topics? .
6.00-^p. m.—C\E. meeting. These
profitable meeting fort young peo
ple, are for ¿you young frieSid. Will
you’be there?
• 7.00 p.m.—Service in the Audi
torium. - .Spécial mu^ic and a
short sermon by the pastor1. Sub
ject: “The Church’s Social Ser
vice Program.” This is your service. Will you be, there?
Next Tuesday evening, at seven
o’clock, the Men’s* Club will hold
it’s first get-together. The pro
gram calls for lunch, election of
officers and discussion,, of plans
for the season. The supper room
is the place of meeting
-Week-night service Wednesday
evening at 7.30 o’clock in the
Chapel.
Last Sunday was an especially
enjoÿable day for our people. At
the morning ' service a large con
gregation witnessed the reception
of 10 members into the church. In
the evening the pastor- gave the
concluding, address iir the series
on the “Forglearns of Liberty,” to
an appreciative audiençe of eighty
persons.
The minister will call on York
Street next week.
The Union Thanksgiving . ser
vice will be at our church and the
pastor will preach the sermon.

Home and Fireside Equipment
Larrabee’s Department Store, Kennebunk, Me.

Portland Sunday Telegram Just ridw our stores contain many <extra good values in

DeLorge Boot Shop

is sold in Kennebunk by Charles
H. Nason. Delivery -after 8.00
Sunday mornings

Number Sold Nov. 9 150

household articles and various heating appliances. /

Public worship next Sunday
morning/ at 10.30. The Bible
school will follow immediately
after the preaching service. You
are invited to the privilèges of our
church school. Only once a strang
er and that for only a short time,
The Young People’s Christian^
Endeavdr Service at 6 o’clock..
The “People’s Popular Service”
at 7 o’clock ori^ Sunday evening.
We will be. glad to welcome you
with the -large. number that enjoy
’ this service of worship. Invite
some friend to enjoy the evening
with. you.
The mid week social service on.
Wednesday evening at 7.30., This
1 is where you will get the uplift
of soul that will make life worthy
i while. Come arid aid us in making
merry unto the Lord. .
Smile and the .world will smile"
with you; Make the - sad ones
Cheerful with ,your- smiles. There
are moré> muscles in the face for
laughing than for crying. Let the
majority rule of muscles rule your
I face and smile.

'25,1 Main Street, Biddeford, Maine

Coal and Oil Heaters at Moderate Prices

Shoes for Men, Women and Children

COLUMBIA, GRAFFINOLAS and RESHWELL

ONLY FIVE CENTS

Machines Sold on. Easy Terms

4 Large
KNITTING YARN FOR SALE—

Direct from manufacturer at $2.25
a pound, Made of Maine fleece
wool and thoroughly scoured.
Write for samples H. A. Bartlett,
Having your house wired for electric light gives you Harmony,* Me. Adv. 4t. ch 11-6-19.

It’s a Great Improvement

an “up-to-date feeling” so you are not ashamed to have
MAKE BRAID FOR RUGS. No
your friends visit your home.
We can wire your home, and provide you with thrifty stripping, no sewing, uniform ma
terial. Liberal treatment and
National MAZDA lamps at little cost.
cash upon receiptof work. E. T.

MORGAN & SPILLER

1

BURROWS CO, Portland, 'Maine.
Adv. St. ch. 11-6-19.

ELECTRICIANS,
KENNEBUNK,

Î QUICKLY RELIEVE I

D. McCurdy
Water Street

Kennebunk

CASH SHOP
AT LIVE AND LET LIVE PRICES.
Our work is guaranteed to be first-class

See NAZIMOVA in

Revelation
ACME THEATRE
k

HONDAV
ONLY

ÍNOV., 17

Selection of Records Always in Stock

Home and Fireside Equipment
Plumbing’ in all its Branches

LARRABEE’S

STOMACH GAS
■

AND

INDIGESTION
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL’

TRY THEM AND YOU WJU.
NEVER
BE WITHOUT THEM I
. ««.ir.r.iCTQ

i FURNITURE
___ NEW SECOND HAND----All kinds of second hand furniture
w
bought at

Highest Prices
in Large or Small Lots s.
If you have anything for sale, telephone.
qt write me. Best line of new and re
novated furniture at reasqha ble piceF
It will pay you to call. .

H. Sbapiro
74-80 Elm St.,

TeY 239-R, Biddeford

Services will be held at the
Methodist Episcopal church as us
ual.
\ '
LOCAL NOTES

Water Street,
Saco, Maine

MAINE,.Telephone 106-13; 145-3

BAPTIST CHURCH

6-8 Water Street,
Biddeford, Me.

Harry Aaronovitch
TWO STORES
EVERYTHING* OF WORTH
BOUGHT and SOLD
Complete Furnishings for Cottages,. Houses
Apartments. Bungalows and Beach Camps

Page & Shaws candy of excel
lence for sale by Fiske the drug
gist.
Adv.
Mrs. Kenniston of Winter street
is planning to visit Boston next
week. •
William Louis of Ross Road has
removed his family to Bourne
street.. The funeral of Mr. Fred Evans
will be held at the home on Storer
and Fletcher Streets, Saturday,
and £he interment will be in? the
Evergreen Cemetery, Alfred? the
same day; Mr; Roy A. Evans, the
elder son of the deceased, will re
side with his. mother, Mrs; Eliza
beth E. Evans,at Kennebunk, and
the younger son, Mr. Clayton
Evans will return to his home inA
Boston.
CARD OF THANKS

We desire to thank those'dear
friends and neighbors who so
thoughtfully lightened our bur
dens during our. late bereavement
by kindly. acts and words of sympaAlso for the many beautiful
floral tributes, x
Mrs. Mary S. Verrill and family,,
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Mr. and Mrs. John Ward enterI tained their son and family dur| ing the week end.
I Miss Margaret Thompson starts
I today for Oklahoma where she
will spend the:winter.
We have ti ust received shipment
i Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Webber and
of 1920 models and are in a po
' soft, with Mr. Marshall Hatch, mosition to make immediate delivery
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylrir visitedh Bert Welch of York street shot> tored to Portland on last Satur
Boston on Monday.
of the Chevrolet Cars:. *
a deer on Tuesday.
day The roads are fine.
' Miss Beatrice Lord has gone oni Ellsworth Emmons spent the* Dr. Loring and family left Ken
. “Baby Grand....... $1343.90
a visit to Fall River, Boston and? week end at his home in this vil- nebunk yesterday for their
(Model F. B.) Touring
home in Newton, Mass. That will
Beverly.
lage.
“Baby .Grand Roadster ..-.. 1317.90
S. Baitler of Augusta has been J. Ô. Elwell left on Monday for close the Nason house on Summer
x “Baby -Grand S6dan ..
1929.30
visiting his brother G. B. Baitler a two week hunting trip at Cara- Street for the winter.
’ “Four-Ninety Touring
Kennebunk people cry “Eggs
820.50
during the week.
'ding,
bassatt.
\
_ high
“Four-Ninety Roadster
!” here, but up there in Mass,
.799.65
R. J. Gmt, who has been very Raymond C. Whicher is attend
.“Four-Ninety Sedan ..
they are selling for $1.25 the
1293.70
, ill/ is much more comfortable
l*'na:
ing the Hawley Electric Institute dozen, and you only get a half
“Four-Ninety Coupe ..
1215.55
though still quite sick.
Delivered
dozen at one sale. It pays to be
Perley D. Greenleaf has been in Boston.
gângl >
renovating and repainting the?-in Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nason and a hen.
Qjvct,
We also,have for,immediate de
Miss Shirley Hatch sare visiting Mr. Everett Littlefield was the
terior of his restaurant.
—A PLEASING MODEL IN
livery Velie Passenger Cars; also
art
lucky hunter on last Friday. BLACK
-Roy Elliott, visited in Kenne friends in Boston.
OR BROWN BRIGHTEN
the Cole Aero 8..
rtuf
bunk over the holiday. He is at Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nedeau While the hunter sat enjoying his ED BY A GREY BUCK TOP
Me'
Our Sales Representatives, Mr.
present employed , at the Kittery of Brown street are the parents of luncheon and wondering where New LA FRANCE boots effec
isicï
all the game -was, he, the hunter tively supplement a smartly tailor
a son born -Sunday night.
Arey and Mr. Miner, will .be at
Navy Yard.
M:
Thachdr Hotel, if you wish to have
/ Will Curtis of Jamaica Plain, Work has been begun on the saw “she”, a deer, come, out of the ed suit ancl dashing hat. , ’
rm,
a demonstration.
" Mass., was in Knnebunk over Sun cellar for Clarencé Christie’s new bushes scratching her ear. He Because her shoes bear the LA
■ :'t a]
could not miss—and the dear deer FRANCE trade mark Milady will
day, stopping at his old home in house in Parsons street.
ie .
was
..his
meat.
FALMOUTH
GARAGE
&
TIRE
CO
Grove street.
have
absolute
foot
comfort
as
well
Mrs. Rena Knight has gone to
tedi
The Lotus Class will meet with Tilton, New Hampshire, where Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chase en as the »pleasure of being beauti
PORTLAND, ME.
Mrs. George Galucia on Friday she has accepted a position for tertained a company of friends on fully shod/
last Saturday evening to speed the . We shall be glad to show you the
evening, Nov. 21, every member the" winter. •
R. W. LAIRD, MGR.
deprature of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. new LA FRANCE models which I
requested to be present.
Mrs.
Ernest
Jones
is
in
the
Atwood
who
departed
for
their
; M
Mrs. Maude Sideliriger of Woods Webber Hospital in Biddeford
we carry in AA to EE widths.
I
ville’ New Hampshire, and Mrs. satisfactorily recovering from an winter home in Florida on Wed
nesday
of
this
week.
Three
tables
Florence Holmes of Portland were operation which was performed
Lis f
of whist and a loaded one of re
week end guests of Mrs. Blanche on Monday.
fs ají
freshments
made
up
some
of
the
E. Potter.
iy
Edward Cutting, who was form
Born October 24th to Mr. /and erly a resident of Kennebunk in enjoyments of, the evening.
Opp.
The
Library.
The
Allan
Dramatic
club
which
Mrs. John W. Smith rif Riverton, the, meat business and who has
/disi
BIDDEFORD
a daughter, Etta May. Mrs. Smith many relations here is ill in the has put on fifteen plays in the
'find;
last
few
years
will
again
come
be1
was formerly Miss Edith M. Lunt Cottage hospital, Portsmouth with
el4—~
fore
the
foot
lights
after
an
ab

of this town.
^enj
double pneumonia and typhoid sence -of two years. Neither the
k.s cs
Mrs. Caijrie Gilpatric,'who has fever. The doctors extend no play nor. the date have as yet been
been employed at the Mousam hope for his recovery.
F h
definitely
decided
but
it
is
ex

- i§e;
House for a number of years, left Superintendent of Schools B. F. pected that the entertainment will Full line up to the minute stock.
idiri
Wednesday to make her home in Goodrich, goes to Boston today, come off late in the winter. Ar- All
rarities sizes and yvei^hts in
ta
Rumford Falls where her husband Thursday, to attend the New Eng thur Hayes will' as. usual, play the Street
and Stable' Blanket®;? •.’
'
ift i
Fred Gilpatric, recently accepted land Superintendent’s Convention lead;
. The size of our' stock enable us to
1 the;
a7 new position.
buy
at
Lowest
Prices.
You
get
the
which will be held there in con The work of straightening the
Pers
There will be an inspection of nection with the Massachusetts Wells underpass is now well un- benefit.
Z
fttari
Madonna Chapter, Order of Eas Teacher’s Convention on Thurs der way. The electric , cars are
GEORGE A. SHIELD f
to' i
tern Star, on the evening of Tues day, Friday and Saturday.
.. (successor to W. Boivin) .,\.
being riin through by their own
:ckl!
day November 18, by Grand Secre William M. Bean bought á black momentum, as the trolley wires 12 Alfred Street.
Biddeford
As :
Chevrolet "Four-Ninety" Touring Car $735, f. o. b. Flint, Mich. A
tary Annette Hooper of Biddeford. mare on Monday in Portsmouth have been removed. The detour Harness arid Harness Repairing
reet?
There will be degree work with a with which he says that he can which will be necessary later has
large class of candidates.
not
yet
been
announced.
The
clean out any of the local horses
Enterprise Ads. PAY
The regular, board meeting of on the ice this winter. He will work of double tracking between
the District Nursing Association probably enter her if there are North Berwick and Kennebunk has
was held at the home, of Mrs. El any more races this year at Saco. also been commenced. x
liott Rogers of Tuesday. Tenta At the annual meeting of the The following extract is taken
tive plans were laid for a meeting York County Farm Bureau which from the October issue of Our
in December of representatives of was held at Sariford last week E. Heart Talks, the organ of the
the various churches and clubs to A. Ricker, of North Kennebunk Children’s Heart Work Society of
arrange for the distribution of port, was selected head of the com Maine :--“The dear little garments
■
1
?
Christmas gifts to / children /and mittee on crops, Herman R. Walk made by the club at Kennebunk
. others.
er, on’ farm accounts and F. E. were very pretty and gave us
IT IS YOUR BEST
The Layman’s League of the Sinnott, of North Kennebunkport,, pleasure to look them over and
then send them to our little ones
, Unitarian 'church held their on dairying.
ZXIND CHEAPEST FOOD
monthly meeting on last Thurs v The only sign of life which was —we could imagine how cute the
day evening in corijuri'ction with shown by local people in the cele little folks would look in them.”
When you put pp your car for the winter have
k
the supper of the Wpmen’" Alli bration of Armistice day was the This item refers to the donation
battery taken care of by ^n expert. Do not trust
ance. A report of the meeting of ,dance which was given on the which was sent las,t unonth by. the
L the National Laymen’s League in ,evening previous to the day itself. Liberty Club;
teures with your battery.
Baltimore was given by their <The idea was an eleventh hour A return of the influenza epi
delegate; Rpv. R. P. Doremus and riffair, nothirig having been done demic ! is expected this year, al
A battery is a complicated and expensive piece of
there was a general discussion. relative to it until the afternoon though not in as virulent a form
apparatus;
therefore call or take the same to <
last year. Of the 1,175 physi
IT IS MADE AT—-The whist party which was- when John Nedeau, Harry Tom as
cians
with
whom
Dr.
Leverett
D.
given by Olive Rebekah lodge last ?linson, Edmund Burke and William Bristol, commissioner of health
Thursday evening was a great ?Bath got together, hired the Town for
has communicated 542
success both from a financial and Hall, got out posters and secured haveMaine,
Agent for Willard Storage Battery. Tel, 83.
agreed to co-operate in crim
social view point. There were :Mrs. Iva Grant’s orchestra, Al batting
the disease,by reporting
over seventy who took part in the though
■
the time was so short there promptly ail cases which may
T)l>y. The first prizes were won ■was a very good attendance, and come under their attention to their
bv Mrs. E. S. Hawkes and William those
■
present enjoyed themselves local boards of health, and 288 in
“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to* Ba|<e
F. Brian and the consolation prizes ■thoroughly.
various parts of .the state have
by Mrs. Tibbetts and P: Raino.
Harry Lunge and Mr. and Mrs. signified their willingn^s to vol
At a meeting of the Twenty 1Charles Hatch went to Orono on unteer for emergency work if they
Friday
to see the Univèrsity of are called upon by the Department
Associates which was held at the
home of Miss Lucv Thompson in ?Maine—Bowdoin game on Satur of Health. These physicians would
Summer street on Tuesday after- Iday. Thfëy returned on Monday. be placed on the my roll of the
noon Rev. Robert P. Doremus re- ?Mr. Lunge states that it was the United States Pub. c Health Ser
and snappiest game of the vice. In addition, Dr. Bristol has
peated his sermon of last Sunday best
?
on the League of Nations bv re- iseason with Maine getting the obtained the'promise of the Amer
on the Bowdoin boys all ican Red Cross to supply nursing
quest. Mrs. William E. Barry jump
;
haying their houses wired for electric lights
Raymond Lunge has service in such an emergency if
read an account of the first Armis through.
1
;during th? next three months '
through, all of the cham Heeded.
tice day/ in France a vear ago. played
]
There - were' sne'ciallv invited ]pionship games this season a£ his
»niests, each member bringing a 1position as guard and has not been
NOTICE
friend.
1
x
.
\ 1 'injured or even had his wind
The local Boy Scout football Jknocked out once during the year. The quarterly session of York
team mates say that’ they be District Lodge I. O. G;. T. will
We now have the most beautiful
|
team was- defeated bv the Emery His
;
School team at Biddeford on Tues :lieve it impossible to' hurt him. meet at Kittery* Wednesday, Nov.
Overcoats
ever
shown
in
our
store.
They
corny
J
day afternoon. by a score of 27-0’S •Mr. Lunge experts to attend the 19th, »The Grand Lodge officers are
in waist Jine and conservative cuts and are
The field was in very had condi- !game next Saturday.
expected to be present.
Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00. We ha ve
tailored in the finest manner—fully equal to the
tion and the Kennebunk bovs were Although Kents Hill football
F. R. HUTCHINS.
was beaten by thé heavier
unable to rhake much headway on teairL
'
a
limited
supply
at
6.50
best custom work. Prices on these desirable
account of the mud. The Kenne- Thornton Academy boys on Sat
FOR SALE
by a score of six to nothing,
garments range from $25.00 to$50.00Bov Scouts will nlay the Saco Boy urday
1
Scouts on next Saturday in Keh- the
1 two Kennebunk players on the No. -4% Maynard Cream Sepa
team put up an article of rater. Perfect condition. Price
nebunk. the Sanford Bov Scouts former
:
also1 have a very complete stock of ~
on the following Saturday, and ■football which, if - the rest of $25,00.
C. F. Spiller,
Men
’
s
and
Young Men’s Suits in Blues, Browns, seek'
will go up against the Emery •Kents Hill had even approximated
Wells, Me.
Electrical Contractors
school in a return game on Thanks it, would have carried them Adv. It 11-13-19
Greens
and
Grays that cannot be surpassed for
through winners. Clyde Rand,,
giving Day.
Tel. 151-3 or 137-4
Ken'heburik, Me.
P. O. Square
sytle,
quality
and workmanship. You should
captain
of
the
team,
although
The soccer football game be- '
WANTED
his usual position at'
give
them
a
careful
inspection. They are well
two.en the married and single men moved
1centre from
to left tackle, gave a fine Anyone having for sale Antique
” resulted in lots Of snort but not account
'
worth
it.
As
good
values as we have ever'
of
himself
and
stiffened
much football* Insufficient mar- 'up his side of the line so that it Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
show
and
should
go
fast
at these prices*
tied men showed un1 to complete a held the plunging Thornton backs Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
on the subject of shortbread, so ness and freshness, however, are not
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
'T team. aS thev stated that they had with
i
popular with Scotch and English the only features that recommend
$27.50 to $40.0^
little
gain.
Ellsworth
Em

Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
them. A still greater consideration
folk.
enough of that kihd. of .thing at
at quarter played a brilliant anything in the Antique line. Any.
as was the old-fäs] ’ the fact - that National Biscuit
home, and some^nf the bachelors mons
’and heady
“But, good
_
game and followed the one having articles to offer, call
products obviate the necesloned kind,” remarked our hostess tomp:
Were drafted to fill no the ranks of jball like a cat.
In hats we don’t have to take ours off to
ty for mixing and baking at home,
Emmons* punting or write.
“it Was so extremely riclu that
the benedicts While the- game attracted
'
nd
any
woman who has spent a
heavy taste lingered long after eatparticularly
favorable
anyone
in the two cities. The Guyer is stand
ORSON
R.
CARTER,
KENNEwas hanving^in the balance with (
■ of her - time in the
ing.”
._____ BUNK, MAINE
“ even for a small famard both in appearance and price. It comes in
*^Mte bachelors leading by a spore of comment.
id
Betsy,
“
tfrere
’
s
noth
“
Well*
”
said
knows the comfort, efficiency and
Yo goals to *ne someone thought Practically every deputy sheriff,
ing like thatt about the ■ shortbread ■coiipm; of buying these, uniformly
all the popular shades and Velours and sells
we have at inr house-^Lorna Doone
« 'sly stepped on the ball which from York to Saco, including those
•duct;
from, Kennebunk* Kennebunkport,
Biscuit I
from $4.00 to $7.00
\apsed. ending the contest.
say'
squares '■ thaï
Wells and Ogunquit were employ
to me last week,” remarked
ahd ready to serve, any
he Delta Alpha held their ed
, on Monday evening watching
letsy. “She told me that it was
“I was talking to mother
I / \uar. meeting on Tuesday e^en- 1the various stations and. car lines
tong ago when the kitchen
A big line of Derby hats at $4.00 and
them only, the other
V the home nf Mrs. Will Rus- coming
(
.of her time that
in from Massachusetts, in
says that Lorna
$5.00
is ajeadér with us. Come in and look
I
wont twenty being in atten- jan endeavor to intercept > Marie
a chance -to
all the
®
Eat
■to really /
In addition to the regu- ]Louise Landry alias Frichette, her
them
over.
differ- ■
LORNA DOONE Biscuit
»= ^in ess two songs were given ]brother Philippe Frichette and
tlie
~*-TTv^Vwrs^--Uô^bëtti^Sî*tnervisor of Ovèline
I
■'•iMir'What a dainty bite they makeFrichette Lepage, who it
SinHng in the public schools, Ac- iwas expected would make an at
. _i. : wonderful shortbread flavor and justcorflin«’ to the Custom of the or- jtempt to run in “jakey” during
enough richness. Serve fruit with therh and learn
p’anizstion p,och member of the 1the "evening, as they had been
what real shortcake is.
class, broucfbt some article of {seen headed for the MassachuThe name Lorna Doone
"^weaririV annarel to be tn tried over setts line ladened with large,
is on every biscuit.
to the York Coivntv Children’s Aid grips which were apparently emp is intended for general use either
3opiety About twen tv-five <rar- ty. As a result of the vigil the inside or outside work where a
Sold by the pound and in the
famous In-er-seal Trade Mark
ments of all sotts were contribut three were arrested in Biddeford hard durable finish is desired and
package.
ed. At th« rinse of th»» business on their return. It has been their will not turn white.
meeting the regular lunch wa's apparent custom to leave the train - During the week October 13 to
of
k,
NATIONAL BISCUIT
him
■ served in the dinitie room which at various stations from time to 18 we will give a good 1% inch
COMPANY
ticu
was^erv artistically decorated in timé and proceed to Biddeford by varnish brush to purchasers of a
be cæ|
¿fe&t
Uneeda Biscuit
Biddeford
140 Main Street.
honor^pf Armistice day... All of the electrics. On this occasion half pint and the price is 45 cents
wax, s them,
the decorations were in thé na- they took the long chance and; for half a pint.
as if be stood
the oven door.”
tional colors and American flags went right through, so that the.
“Yes, that’s the beauty
•’veï*p ntalivod dkir portieres. A local deputies were not given an PRYOR-DAVIS CO
National
Biscuit Company-products
“The Old. Hardware Shop”
tarf’i'j^geried Janané*é umbrella opportunity to grab them. In al!
—they are always ready—nighj -and i
iTvyo^yrhitp and blue was suspend théy had in their possession seven 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
the
day—and ttlways fresh. Tbeij/readi-11
Tel. 509
1 teëp .quarts of "jakey.’’
!

LOCAI NOTES

La France

Í

Maguire The Shoeist

Horse Blankets Í

EAT MORE BREAD!

Enterprise 52 Copies $1,QO

Me M M al He Price ol<

H. H, GRANT, Kennebunk, Maine

Joy’s Bakery
TO ALE CUSTOMERS

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free

Without
Question

NORTON & HARDEN

A. A. BIENVENUE

we denominate “Success.”
The first of the two minute
speakers was still a young man—
Biddeford Mr. Joseph Cole, a business man

THE JEWELER

□jwiDiMro 253 Plain St.

Atkinson
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE,

MAINE

SACO ROAD AND VICINITY

PrTftfe^^
A. Prock afteimeci V.
of
the York County SchoolMasters
The many friends of Charles
i club in Alfred last Saturday.
Durrell will be glad to learn that
Miss Hulda A. Lewis of Saco
he is gaining at the Trull hospital.
died at the Wardwell Home in that,
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin and Mr.
Mrs.
Ralph
Perkins
spent
a
part
city on Saturday .afternoon. She
and Mrs. Warren Littlefield have
of last week with relatives in
was 81 years old and was born in
returned from a three week hunt- Kittery.
Kennebunport, where she spent
Meeting of Arun- tion with the planet Mars. This ing trip, They brought back six
Mrs. Hartley G. Huff is confined
the early years of her life.
,hge vember 7th the fol- has been a long and tedious un- deer and report the time of their to the house by illness.
The union prayer meeting of
dertaking owing to the fact that lives.
Iprogn was given.
Armistice day passed off un recent and tried publications.
Mrs. Herbert W. Huff of Kenne
Francis Chick, Leo Clark, one
neither planet could understand
;ng tyhe Grange,
eventfully here, except for the Some of these are for youths, but next Thursday evening, Nov. 20th,
bunkport
spent
a
few
days
last
most of them are for the younger will be held in the Methodist
t—Fgi Ac’counts,:—opened the signals of the other. Now of our overseas boys, and Mrs. week with Mrs. Alice Seavey.
ringing of the church bells, which children. The matter of carrying church. Mrs. Adelaide Snow, Na
*W. H. G. Sinnott) and that this has been accomplished Louisa Murphy were visitors at
Mrs.
Frank Hutchins, Sr., and began in the middle of Monday on the story hour for the winter tional Field Secretary of the
fed
memhejfë^PÏ the we expect soon to receive regular the home of D. W. Hadlock on Mrs. Albert Moody went to Brook afternoon and during Tuesday.
was placed in the hands of the Woman’s Home Missionary Society
news from ' that planet as easily Saturday.
line, Mass., on Sunday of this' The schools and the business Book Committee. Major Burrage of the Methodist church, will
Mrs. Eula Benson spent Monday week.
as we heard from Europe a few
A^byxrangs Orchestra’;
were closed, and all was exhibited a copy of a sermon speak. Mrs. Snow comes highly
land Tuesday in Portland, as the I Mrs. Sophronia Huff, an aged houses
pòjT'Mj&s ' Lillian Eld- years ago.
as quiet in Dock square on /the
Mrs. and Mr. Clara Merton of guest of her sister Mrs. Polly. She resident, is ill at the home of her most orderly Sabbath imaginable. preached at the ordination of Rev. recommended as a most interest
Silas H. Moody, . in 1775. Mr. ing speaker. The message she
11 Essay by ¡George H. Bangor who are making a tour of , reports a pleasant visit.
daughter, Mrs. Herbert W. Stone. Many people went to Portland to Moody was for a long time a min will bring, while having primarily
Ezra Wells, the contractor, has
the world in their new SpeedmoThe Community Sing was held see the special events and sights ister in this town, and in thé li- 'to do with the enterprises of the
'.by the Grange.
goiter called upon friends in this the foundations laid for the Whit- last Thursday evening with Miss of the day.
brary is a copy of a sermon <denomination she represents, will
. /d—that the Women of city yesterday. They went to the combe house in Ocean Avenue.
Elizabeth Nunan as leader and
The scarlet fever quarentine Miss Isabel Landry pianist. The
Oust today, aS they were Pacific coast late in the afternoon
Next Tuesday Kennebunkport preached by him on the death of ’undoubtedly be an inspiration to
fy ago.” opened by Mrs. and planned to go to Australia-to which has been in force on the Sings will now be held each week will commemorate the two hun- George Washington. There is al- ithe work of all Christian denomi
day.
Mr. Merton was before home of Frank Emery has been on Thursday evening.
krill.
dreth anniversary of the granting so in the library a manuscript ser- Inations.
] by the orchestra.
marriage Charles Bean of this raised. None of the other mem ' Mrs. Freemont Chick of Lynn, of a charter to the town of Arun mon by the reverend gentleman,: The ladies of the Methodist
bers of the family contracted the Mass., who has been visiting her del by the parent colony in Massa who was a man of great influence <church served a very successful
i This closed the meeting city.
ssupper on Wednesday evening. A
' after which the members
It will be remembered by our disease and there was no further parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Cluff, chusetts. Arundel was the pre in this section in his day.
The
unusually
high
tide
of
last
’brief entertainment was given in
* i social hour. '
older citizens that about fifty spread of the malady.
decessor
of
Kennebunkport
politi

was taken to St. Barnabas Hospit
with it.
Ernest Benson, Ernest Walker al, Woodfords, for treatment this cally. The exercises will be of Thursday morning,'which, follow-' connection
{essay of :Mr. Tarbox is years ago it was suggested that
*
The Enterprise is in receipt of
ki below by request.
an attempt be made to bring the and D. A. Morrison attended the Week.
an interesting character and will ing the heavy winds of the week,
the following communication.
Gulf Stream nearer to our coast annual horse sale in Boston last
On account of the illness of the consist of a loan exhibition ofRel wrought considerable damage all
Mr/and Mrs. Herbert D. Cluff
¿YEARS OF PROGRESS and thereby give to New England week? E B; Walker purchased ai pastor,
ics
of
the
past
connected
with
the
along
the
New
England
coast,
was
Rev. Norman W. Lindsay,
through the columns of
and Canada milder winters, but; very handsome three year old colt. | and his return to Boston on Satur life and incidents of those days. felt in this town. Beside the loss desires
'
I
. years have passed and it such a protest arose from England Joe Patchdn. George Bayes also;
In charge of this feature are Mrs. that fell heavily upon the gear 1the Enterprise to thank each and
day
of
last
week,
the
Sunday
morn
one of the kind friends and
R
h.969 and we are in the city and Western Europe that the pro brought home one which has been ing address was given by Mr. Kil-' ,P- A. Twambly, Mrs. Clara E. Rol- of lobster men, the water under- every
'
H
'land. In some respects the ject was given up as one likely to put in charge of Ernest Benson,' gore of Kennebunk. His remarks lihs and Mrs. F- B. Perkins, who mined certain sections of the side- ;neighbors who so kindly contribu
ted in every way to make it pleas
fh^ same as; it was fifty lead to international complica, wbn will drive it.
Were listened to with interest, Mr. will have, the assistance of others. walk on Ocean avenue. They over
*o, but thdre; have been tions. Now it is proposed by the, Ernest Benson Jr., who attends Kilgore taking as his text: John This exhibition will take place in flowed about all the wharves, •ant for their daughter Alice who
Ranges. As ¿11 travel is people of the Temperate Zones, by,■ Burdett Business College in Bos- 1-12; “But as many as received the 'vestry of the Congregational putting some of them under much ;has been seriously ill at the Web
Hospital for the last five weeks
}u the air, -Union( Station the use of electrical forces now■ ton. Cha^bourne Ward and a him, to them gave he power to be church which will be open to the water. They coveredjthe Boston ber
.
convalescing
and
Appeared ¿nd in its place under control to move the earth| friend spent' the week end with come the sons of God.” There public at 3 o’clock. Later in the & Maine tracks in spots. The but is now
afternoon the ladies will serve hustling publisher of the summer -|coming home in a couple of weeks.
I a large plant for generat so that its axis shall be perpen. their parents, returning on Tues- was no evening service.
In the evening the literary paper was marooned for a spell The High School faculty and pu
jctrical force by burning dicular to the plane of its orbit. dav to Boston.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Allen of tea.
One of the smartest young, old
exercises
will be held in the audi during the hight of the inunda- :pils for their kindly visits and
; from the air.
This would give us days and
Cambridge Mass., spent the week
jiimneys are now of no use nights of eoual length all thru the men we have in town is Frank end at their summer home here. torium. The program, as tenta tion, but, while her garden was gifts of flowers and other dainties
as also the good Sisters of Mercy
¿ve disappeared from the vear •’nd also give us a mild even Eldridge, 90 years of age, who re
Mrs. Richard C. Nunan return tively arranged, will be—Organ well salted, she did not lose even
3.
Each house now -has a climate. This seems to us like a cently sawed a cord of oak wood, ed to Boston on Saturday of last voluntary, Miss Katherine Twam a carrot. If the high tide was a 'and Father Halloran for their kind
bly; Address of Welcome, Judge disadvantage ‘ in some respects, it visits tothe stranger in their
:g place for entering or leav- man trying to lift himself by his is well as spliting it, in ten hours. week.
midst. We are more than thankful
jflying machine. These air boot straps, but in these days we Mr. Eldridge is the father of Clar
The tides have been very high Herbert L. Luques; singing by had this advantage that it made
how have the power to poise hesitate to say that anything is ence Eldridge of Kennebunk with the past week although no damage chorus cf children, Miss Mary S. it a matter of child’s play to haul to Dr. Prescott, (Physician), and
whom he is planning to spend the is reported One boat was brought Atkins, director; original poem, up floats and boats for the winter. Drs. Traynor and Precourt (SurI air like a humming bird. If impossible.
A new way has been invented to winter.
Miss Gertrude Hoff is clerking .’geons) for their keen insight in
4on wishes; to travel a short
from the back cove pretty near Thomas P. . Baker ; singing by
seeing the need for an immediate
|ce he/ merely steps into his wash or rather clean soiled linen
The high tides of last week the Square and made fast to an school children; historical ad in the Edgcomb market.
individualflier and is very and all garments. No water is caused considerable inconveni anple tree. Considerable loss to dress, Rev. Henry’R. McCartney;
Most
of
the hunters have re operation and the unceasing care
used but the work is done on the ence. Mr. and Mrs. Phalerton, the the netters is reported due to the sinking of “America” by the audi turned, but their home coming was of Dr. 'Traynor and the Superin|y in the desired place,
ence. Much interest is being not accompanied by the liberal tendant and nurses of the Webber
there was little use for our principle of the vacuum cleaner. newly weds, who are spending storm at sea.
shown in the event and it is an distribution of wild meat which Hospital- all of whom have done
h under the present mode of All that is necessary is to pass the their honeymoon at Blacklock’s
ticipated that there will be a large has sometimes happened. They everything possible to save her
I eT“many of. them have been article thru a machine and it cottage, have at times been un
attendance,, both in the afternoon complain of bad weather for pur life and, make her stay pleasant
ie into flower gardens. This comes out as clean and fresh as by able to reach the street. One of
and in the evening.
as it is impossible to thank every
R luite a pleasant change from the old method. This invention the ladies7of the town while mak
suing deer.
one individually.
is a great boon to our house mg
WCtJK
ing a van
call UI1C
one cveuiiig
evening last week
R- pld stone pavements.
An inter-church class for the
Mrs. Holbrook, who has been
Herbert D. Cluff
■ ¿pshing to learn the latest news husbands who have a large family remained so long that when she J
study
of
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Bible
was
organized
visiting
in
Néw
Hampshire,
re

Jennie M. Cluff,
[ tenter a near by booth and or- of children in their care. Truly attempted to go home she discov
last
Friday
evening
in
the
vestry
turned last Thursday and is with
Kennebunkport, Maine
i i a daily paper by use of wire- the mode of doing house work is ered that the water had risen so
of the Baptist church. Rev. H. F. her sister, Mrs. George N. Stevens.
I •’»'^lenh.bne. We drop a penny far different from what it was high that in some places it was
Pratt called the meeting to order,
three feet deep between her and
~Ad presently a paper when women did it. x
Frank Morrill is improving, but
and. after a free discussion of va is not yet able to be out.
Farming is not just what it her destination. In spite of the
t
pneumatic tube at
rious
methods
of
study,
it
was
All mail is now de- used to be. Market gardeners now depth of the water, the darkness
Miss Lillian Eldridge has given
Your vision may be fairly good voted to take up a. course as laid
have steam nipes under ground to and the pouring rain she waded in
/his way.
down in Wade Crawford Barclay’s up her position as bookkeeper in
warm it and water pipes above and arrived at the home of a and
^RT? ■ -'y/
Notice
__ ...yet
f —glasses worn temporari.
the Wells plumbing establishment
R|
As my husband, John ground to furnish moisture when friend in a drenched condition, ly—will afford your eyes relief | hook “The Bible.” The course will and has accepted a position in a
The services Sunday at the Ad
consist
of
twenty-one
lessons,
needed.
All
farmers
now
have
a
She
was
fortunate
in
not
having
and
comfort.
/¿.s left my bed and board,
ventist Church were well attend
Portland
hardware
store.
She
,
which,
it
.is
calculated,
can
be
/to notify all persons not toi way by which they can cause a va- been drowned as it was very dark I Let us make up a pair of “rest
covered at the. rate of a lesson a has surrendered her Main street ed ; there was a full house in the
■T- yr or trust him on my ac- por to form over a piece of ground and it was almost impossible for I glasses” for,you.
?XVeek.
Rev. Henry R. McCartney rent and . will make her home evening. Prof. Frank Hagerman
■
as I shall pay no bills of hisi when they wish. In this way they her to find her way/' In spite of
was
chosen
as the teacher. For henceforth in Portland. She ex of Wientham Mass., was the so
I infracting after this date, Nb-. avoid late and early frosts, and her wetting she experienced no ill
LITTLEFIELD
fhe
present
the
meetings will be pects to begin work there about loist in the afternoon service. Rev
the seasons are made several effects afterward.
B mber 7,1969.
H. A. Mitchell the evangelist was
Kheld in the Baptist vestry on Fri- the first of .next month.
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is
the sime condition although the
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CRYSTAL ARCADE,
’Hat 7.30 o’clock. The sesions are seriously ill at the home of his "the desire to have him remain*
R puring the next thirty daysj being erected on Munjoy Hill to 'rainy damp weather causes him
"
to be open to those who may not mother in Nova Scotia for a long longer as the interest was increas
BIDDEFORD
[ l12d proposals will be received[ serve as a starting point and land- considerable inconvenience.
¡
identify themselves with the class time, passed away last week. He ing, but his pastoral duties at
||building a .plant to generate ’u«r nlace for etherplanes in their
as regular members, though it is had many friends here and was North Adams compelled his re
I itricity for lighting and heat- iourney to and from the moon. ■MH
turn. At 7 p. m. there was.a long
generally well liked by the fisher
This
work
is
in
charge
of
con

Bv lour city by the direct rays of
J be developed in casual attendants men of this locality, with whom praise service led by the leader
tractor
Mrs.
Grace
Blake.
I sun. The right will be reMr.. Harry Moulton of Biddeford
that they will desire to be enroll, he sailed a number of years.
B zed to reject any or all pro- The International Congress of
and two duets by Mr. and Mrs.
ed
as
members.
The
public
Li-'
Bi ftls and no proposals will be the World will meet in New York
The Olympian Club held a meet Moulton .through this service
Ibrar; functioning as a quickener
Mltsidered for more than ten bil- City tomorrow. Delegates from
Ito all intellectual life, has voted ing in Assembly hall last Friday there was a. pleasure accorded
far distant countries came today.
F i dollttrs.
to place on its shelves two refer afternoon. Each member had the those in attendance. At the close
B •'or the first time our city coun- Delegates from nearby countries
ence works which will be much privilege of using two tickets, the well known hymn “God Be
will
not
come
until
tomorrow
■ is composed entirely of women
j used in this course of study, as and, as the program of the occa With You ’Til We Meet Again,”
morning.
This
Congress
grew
out
■
they met last evening for their
I well s one of the special Sunday sion was unusually attractive, was sung after which all present
R jilar monthly business meeting. of the League of Nations which
School Teachers’ libraries sent there was a very large attendance. were invited to shake hands with
i business of the evening was was formed at the close of the
out by the State Library at Au- The program comprised instru the Evangelist and singers.
R passing a city ordinance im- World War fifty year ago and is
mental selections by Miss Mary
Mr. Harry Shackford and fam
gusta.
g a fine or short jail sen- doing much to maintain a friendiy
Sawyer of Biddeford, vocal selec ily have moved into their new
feeling
among
the
different
na

| rJC?1 a man wh° should speak
The. monthly meeting of the tions by Mrs. Frances D. Campbell home on the Wells Road.
H respectfully to his wife; but tions, and to settle international
Board of Trustees of the Kenne- and readings by Miss Harriet
Mr. J. B. Williams is contem
^B^
matter was taken up questions. Germany learned a
bunkport Public Library Associa Palmer.
plating a trip to the west to visit
^^happened to mention the great lesson, during that terrible
tion was held on Monday evening
Parks Reidy, having been trans his son Albert at Freeport, Ill.
Mi'
$/<ur mayor Sarah Brown, war and a few years afterward
and was attended by nearly all ferred by the A. & P., Company
Mrs. John Richens and two chil
This brought on and is now glad to keep peacç
the members. Judge Luques was from Kennebunk to Portland, is dren spent Tuesday with het
MN. ^\^>'&'‘Of the new style of with all the world.
in the chair. The report of the about to move, to the latter city; mother, Mrs. Wallace Brooks at
THEN AND NOW.
ML\. \%»<C'<re the ladies were
librarian showed that 696 books Mr. and Mrs. (Reidy will be much Wildes District.
%„wening had passed
had been delivered to patrons dur missed by the many friends they
Mr. Andrew Warner, clerk at.P.
-^jrtant law had not Fifty years ago,
ing the month. She reported that have made here.
M. Emery’s store is taking a va
Woman just began to vote,
| last Saturday evening was the
cation at North Kennebunkport
The Senior class' of the high huntink big game. He expects to
¡busiest experienced since she bejiged to endure their husband’s Now she rules the world,
Kennebunk, Maine Icame librarian, keeping her at school gave a masque social in do up Bruin single -handed.
Man’s of very little note.
Water Street,
Lgues another month.
hall last Friday even
A new disease has broken out
The Ladies’ Aid of the Advent
& 'work until an hour later than Assembly
ithe usual closing time. Gifts of ing. There was a large atten ist Church will meet in an all day
¡several of our large cities which Fifty years ago,
dance.
Some
very
original
cos-,
¡books had been made by the Cot
|ms. to baffle the skill of our People traveled on the ground.
session with the President Mrs.
tage Club, Mrs. E. K. Brazier, tumes were observed. A substan Rose M. Wells on Wednesday.
It ^hysiciajis. Twenty-five years Now we shoot thru the air, '
Miss S. P. Warder, Mrs. J. A. Tit tial sum was obtained for the,
B When the supply of coal gave Making very little sound.
The Loyal Workers’ meeting
comb and Mrs. Dr. Guy Hinsdale. class graduation expenses.
■■and people were obliged to
Tuesday evening was led by Mr.
The Treasurer reported gifts of
R^another source to supply Fifty years ago,
William R. Day is at work in B. P. Emery. Next Tuesday even
$25 each from Mrs. Evelyn P. Sanford, where many new houses ing it will be held at the parsonage
R/.and heat, fears were enter- People tried to see the stars.
Robertson, and L. H. Gates of for residental purposes are being’ Emery Square. There will be a
■ed that the using of so much Now we hear the news,
¡Plainsfield, N. J. The possibility erected. Labor is in demand andi -debating session and a business
■gen from the air might injure From our neighbor, planet Mars.
of contributing to the reading life wages are high—and so is livingsr session, choosing new officers for
■ health of the people, and it is
of the outlying sections of the
■ught that the new disease may Fifty years, ago,
the coming year. A large attenCorner
Main
and
Washington
Streets
Albert Welch is enjoying a fortl dance is hopeckfor.
town was considered, and it was
■caused in that way. However People gazed upon the moon,
night
’
s
vacation
from
the
local
decided
to
select
a
box
of
books
Now
an
etherplane
has
been
there,
years need be entertained of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ridlon of
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
and commit them to the care of York County Power Co. force.; Kennebunk were in town Tuesday.
■ -ms results, as we are soon to And returned quite soon.
Hugh
F.
Baker
is
substituting
for
Mrs. Charles Smith of the so-call
Misses Vivian Littlefield and
The Bank with the Chime Clock
ed Smith Neighborhood for circu him.
f /¿un insfèad of oxygen from Fifty years ago,
Frances Emery were in Biddeford
lation in that district during the
Farmers had to stand the frost.
The pastor of the Methodist; Tuesday afternoon to witness the
winter months when traveling church will preach on Sunday■ parade.
■a/a White, the judge of our Now they spread a vapor blanket,
conditions are not always favor morning on “The Cause and Cure>
Rcipal Court has taken to her- And their crops are not lost.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mitchell
able for visits to the village. As of the World’s Alarming Unrest.”’ have returned home, after a pleas
B’a husband in the person of
noted
in
another
item
of
this
fl Gray, and their marriage Fifty years ago,
ant vacation.
«
column, it was voted to procure a
The following item appeared in1 . Pastor Coolbroth will hold a
FK place last evening at the They thought each new things was
Money saved brightens the future. Where is the money you have been
copy of Hastings’ one-volume the Boston Herald of last Saturdayr meeting at the Neighborhood
the last.
sidence of the groom’s parents
earning all these years? You spend it and somebody else puts it in the
Dictionary of the Bible and of
“Booth Tarkington, as has been House next Saturday evening.
Qak street. The groom was Now we know not where we’er at,
bank. Why don’t you put your own money in the bank for yourself?
Dummelow’s one-volume Commen endlessly reiterated, is a gentle AU are invited to be present and
gn away by his mother, and was Things come so thick and fast.
tary upon the scriptures for use man from Indiana. Of late years, help.
Why let the other fellow Save What You earn.
Ke dignified in his Palm Beach
by the Bible study class just or though, he has been spending
What the future has in store,
| and brilliant necktie.
A number of people from this
ganized. It was'also voted to pro- j more and more time at his summer part of the town are planning for
IT’S WORTH THINKING OVER
Bt last what seemed to be the We only can surmise.
vide one of the State Traveling home at Kennebunkport, Me., and a winter in Florida. Among them
■jssible has been accomplished But if we could look ahead,
Libraries on Teacher Training for the
'L1* 1--------- -■<?-houseX1there,
of so-----------many me are Mr. and Mrs. St. Clair and
Deposits commence Interest on the
Rw/T/ife in direct communica- No doubt we’d see some surprise.
benefit of the same class and morable visits and memorable Miss Hazel. They will locate at,
first day of Every month the
for the ¿id of Sunday School tea- visitors, is becoming more and St. Petersburg.___________
;
f^ers. Those who have examined more identified with the life of the
’ this selection of books pronounce author of “Ramsay Milholland.”
them of worth since they discuss Perhaps Mr. Tarkington, like John
and illuminate the accepted prin Kendrick Bangs, will yet take a
IN USE FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS
ciples of pedagogy in general, plunge into Maine politics.”
A Tried and Proven Remedy for
makin" them available for day
ASTHMA AND HÄY FEVER
It may be that a political bee is
school teachers and for parents
Two Sizes, 25c and $1.90.
buzzing in the bonnet of Mr. Tark
WRITE
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and
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all
who
have
to
do
with
If your ¿taler cannot supfly you, vrite ¿¡red to
the matter of imnarting instruc ington, but if so there have been
Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
tion. Major Bnrrage reported the no murmurings of it heard here
Free »ample on re<«e«t.
mounting ¿nd framing of the map abouts.
of the Sea Shore of this section,
Owing to a typographical error
DR. J D K E L LOGG S
a map probably prepared in the in this paper of two week ago it
MANUFACTURED BY
CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
earlv seventies. It will be hung, was stated, that Mrs. Ralph Cluff
Office: Merchants’ Bank Building
on the walls in easy access to all. was : visiting his parents in Ken
Book Committee recommend nebunkport. There is no such
DOVER,
Tel. 399-M
/ N. H The
ed the purchase of a number of person.
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of Kennebunk, who said,/“Indus
try and efficiency are the princi
ples of success. But We must play]
the game fair. That is the only 1
way to ’get the reward of. /labor. |
Men and ’'iVomen,. destined to be i
participants in -the happiness of
By J. D. Hallen ’
the world, must, ¿rove themselves
worthy bf their - place. At the
Chapter XII
Such lawyers are reputed to be very
outset of 7>ur career we are
The Employment of Counsel. learned, but, much to your sur put to the- tes^But we have con
prise, if yoi^ try to act with them, trol of the, circumstances; and in
they will turn out not to be in
Keen and confident joy has gone telligent. Shallow and vain they* dustry and efficiency are the great
KENNEBUNK
largely from legal scholarship of are at bottom, and less concerned aids to bur Success/’'
today, and the modern student is about the nature of verity and The next speaker was Head
almost a stranger to the depths of facts than about their own per 'Master, R. IL Bragdon, who said,
satisfaction in searching for the sonal failures or successes; the in part, “Men who have won the
f truth alone. The first impulse of awful terror .does not come to them •battle for Success never tell you
the lawyes of today, after he h$s when they become suddenly aware hoW to do, it. ' Men who write
assanged for his fee, Is to search that they are not sure what truth/ hooks about the way-'to be success
for some counsel who has the abil- iSy but when they realize that- ful never seem to know the way;
( ity or “pull” to win his case. The the case has not been pre if. they did, .they''Would go to; it
* truer way of the self-reliant strug- pared as'good as it ought to have themselves. Most of us do not
• gle for pursuing his aim the stim- been or might have been/ if they have the will—neither the strength
of soul or mind. There is a suc
' ulous of exacting personal study had been in itjfrom the first.
I of his case, the proving of his own We are not saying, that these cess that is common to both soul
I. ability as the harness horse to the blemishes are small or mean in and body. That means ^spiritual
ALSO SPECIAL
i chariot of Sun, these have not the their nature. Only in the mind and physical strength. The .most
! strong appeal of the "leading of every forcible lawyer—one efficient life is that . which makes
itself
helpful
to
others
—
-too,
this
1 member pf the local bar.”
with energy enough of some kind
to have landed him ^as the 'bar is so of' spiritual life. - The. right
Dante said long since’, “if cour leader, there are certain predilic- choice can always find a^way to
November 19 and 2(1
tesy is understood to mean the ac tions which determine the current meet the responsibility^ of suctual manners of the courts of of his thoughts and select and cess,” *
Europe, it would* mean all that shape his actions. These predi The discussion was closed bywas foul and base.” In like man lections. no matter- how they re Supt. Mertonx T. Goodrich W*h6
ner, if the tale of the cases won sult or from what, are spies noting summed Up the whole matter thus:
and lost was to be told against vpur workmanship; and you will “We all are apt to look pn differ^
those who are leaders of the local have to shape and beat them into hnt angles of the same thing tp
¡bar, there would be a melancholy form to fit your own thought be make a Success. All can zbe ,suc PROGRAM, WEEK NOV. 17 to 22.
Monday—Nazimova in
<hnd thoughtful revision of Fame. fore you can even work with coun cessful ; few can be famous. 1
“REVELATION”
¡Then, too,—did this ever come sel.
'have, in mind a man who took over
' »Tuesday—Dorothy Gish in
home, to you, my reader, when/your
h
business
forty-four
years,
ago.
“I’LL GET HIM YET”
I counsel loses a case, he has al As a final consideration. Do That-man is today a sjjccessy^pe
ways a ready scape-goat—you. you imagine a case where you has done his work in a small busi Helen Holmes in the 1st Episode
“THE FATÀL FORTUNE”
“The case was badly prepared, could establish an “immediate ness in a "small town, ¿nd while
Wed.—Thürs. Rawlinson in
action should never have been consciousness of personal rela not famous he is and has been
“COME THROUGH”
brot. etc., etc.” However much tions with any mind?” Where the helpful to; humanity. I have in
von pav your counsel, you will ordered thought of the cape as mind a girl who worked all her Sennett Cbriiedy—“The Dentist”
find. at last, that you are simply you see it would, stimulate his life to build a Church where there, ’ .Friday—Emmy Wehlen in
sense of facts, make him see into,“TÈE HOUSE OF GOLD”
the bone-merchan,t.
the life of the matter? Surely when nzas none She dedicated that
: A Two Reel Western
Therefore, it may be generally a young lawyer seeks counsel, he Chuch when she Was 95 years of
“THE RUSTLERS’!
said,. your case is thoroughly in feels the need of an infallible in •igp. The secret ' of. success is
Saturday—Priscilla Dean in
dividual in the whole texture of terposition to rescue and guide making the most of ourselves. Let “THE SILK-LINED BURGLAR”
its plan, language, and fold of him. It may, as well be said at ”S be, suri^we find God in success. Current Everite
’ Ford, Weekly
thought, then why undertake to onc^y-“there is ho such ariimal.” Study* the- Bible. The teachings
Daily faithfujnesi?—make the mind of an uninterested And, wheh you have had your first nf .fesus.
< Coming Monday only Nov. 24th.
hnnestly, ’efficiently/^'
outsider enter into a sympathetic consultation with the' most learn
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS”
understanding of it? One hun ed counsel—after he has his fee, By a vising'vote, of thanks to “THE
Wednesday Nov. 19
dred per cent of you has gone into you will learn that his reputed the speakers, a benediction by the theCommencing
prices’ of admission
the preperation of-your case,'then wisdom is “nothing else than the young . girl who presided, the Will regular
be as follows:—
why a^re your accurate arid ten- prophet’s scrpll, full of lamehta-. meeting, was closed./ To the per
acious\ vSowledge with one whose tions, and mourning, and: woe.”1? plexed citizeii who 'is beyriidered
own gl; W to destroy what you Now let iis go 'straight to the with impracticable hopes and mo Mat. Children 11c, Adults 17c.
ments , of extreme disappoint Evening^front seats 17c, back
have bi ^eW?
core and pronounce judgment on
22c—these prices include
Onq’s ^Q Yu philosophy interprets the relation of counsel to your ments. we recomrriend the ¡march seats
his previk^sig habits of mind and case. One whose mind is wise ing column'of democi^cy to be war tax.
his interest experiences. 'You enough to surrender itself to the found at the weekly meeting bf We are compelled to do - this
have no business to expect another truth will utter wisdom quite be the young peoples’ Christian En from the big advance in. the cost
to accept your bills. You have yond his own comprehension and deavor Society—it . is a fine place of oiir films,............................ /.
ordered every step and given it speak in a tone mdre powerful to spend an hour op/Sunday even
its known and definite purpose. than he knows. Such a mind'will ing |
’s Ideal self-filling
The Spanish poet Writes Wisely grasn the epoch in whic'hvit lives, I)idx you know you could > pur Waterman
. pens are sold by Fiske
when he declares that every poet catch its innermost spirit, and chase.-at Fiske’s drug ¿tore, cream fountain
the druggist"on the corner,' . Adv.
must sneak “por la; bbqa de su make his, knowledge equal to the from the Laudholm Faring
herida,” thru the mouth >of his range of any Subject. Then whj*
wound. Surely, the lawyer who counsel at all? The answer is,
has put the burning passion of His Because there are innumerable' de
soul into the preperation of his tails in every case of magnitude
case cari riot make himself heard which are to be rounded into a
thru the mouth of any counsel. perfect whole. We need not men
The discords of counsel mostly tion all these details—as the. at
outrage the structural instincts mosphere of the environment, the
of your being*thwart your ideals, narrow rim of the locality where
debase your truths, and drive the the case, is tried,, thegenius or
iron of disappointment into your otherwise’ of the court: these are
soul.
the kind of uses to which counsel
You will never fight your legal can best be put. But such coun
battles victoriously unless you are sel must have faith in you, your
sustained by faith in your case case, and must never trouble vour
and commanding respect for your inner convictions as to the law
x.
own intellect. You have prepared and the facts.
your case, and your intelligence Let ’counsel understand, if af
should rule it all and penetrate it ter all has been said you will have
all. The sophisticated “leader of such, that you'are. the inspiration
the bar” is loaded with an im of. the task to which you have
mense apparatus of precedent and dedicated all your abilities, that
hypotheses. Such never observe you are too truthful to invent
broadly or with right perspective. facts,, and yoii will not have ,facts
Only the free and disinterested forcedrto fit the scheme, of the
mind can see truly. But the mind: finest intellect in the world. You
of the old war horse of the pro-' will have stormy and perplexing
fession is encased 'in a system of years in your profession following
thought which he cannot throw the lines indicated, but you will
off and which lamentably narrows find yourself ever growing in the
his vision. Such men are sensi clearness and compelling power
tive in ^he extreme of the thing
uncompromising truth.
which they designate the rights There is necessarily a time of
of seniority.
soul trial to every young soul—no
To such men the independent matter the business or profession,
thinker is anathema. The train when he is hurled against the
ing of a thousand yeafs incline rugged facts of life, and is coirithem to unquestioning obedience pelled either to abandon his exalt-?
to the voice of authority. Having ed visions or to pay the price of
accepted, as they always have, Adjusting them to things that are.
precedent as infallible in the law, In the law, it is well, early, to get
Here is the simplest electric power Wash
such minds are helpless before f this as the motif of your con
duct:
“
I
conceive
myself
to
be
not
ing machine made,1 It permits you to do
the voice of verity. They are
lost in a case for which there is as mine own person, but as a mem
a' washing without moving out of your
no precedent or remedy, and no ber incorporate into the truth
existing JiabitS; or stores of eru whereof I am persuaded.” Then
bracks.
All the gearing ;id underneath
dition. nor anv acquired skill. you will give-yourself unreserved
ly
to
the
truth
of
your
activities.
the
tub,
leaving
the lid clean and forming
And they will be unable to work
¡with a naked and*' .uncorrupted
(To be continued)
a
table
for
the
clothes.
power of mind, that is not surpris
ed or confused by the novelty' or AN EVENING WITH THE C. E.
magnitude of unprecedented diffi
There is no gearing on the top of machine
culties.
At the Congregational Church

cine
Theatre

The Scope of Evidence

A SPECIAL
Monday, Nov. 17 only
the Great NAZIMOVA in

“Revelation”

WED. &THURS.
Herbert Rawlinson in

Have every piece of this Correct Outfit in their
Stock

The Hart Schaffner & Marx Standard Apparel
for Men and Boys is all it Appears—All WoolQuality and. Wormanship Plus—exclusive in
Style—the best Priced Clothing made.

We carry—offer—store—only the better grade
of ready-for-service garments for the distinctive
dresser. <

Copyright 1919,Hart Schaffner&Marx

WHY NOT GET YOUR WINTER SUIT AND OVERCOAT—YOUR WELL-TAILORED, GENTLEMEN’S

FUNISHINGS FROM THE HIGHEST GRADE
SHOP IN PORTLAND,, ME?

“Coinè Through’^

Electric
Washing
Machine

IS A. B. C. BREAD TOO
Good for You?
Nothing is too good today that delivers Value and Service
for every penny invested
The American Public is beginning to understand the high
coSt of “any Bread—and the economy of
A. B. ¿. QUALITY riOT BREAD & ROLLS!

The A. B. C. PRODUCTS are made for the Cosmopolitan
American Family—-for those who enjoy the good
things of life and know how to Estimate and
Use THEM ,
When you consider BREAD—“the staff of Life,” bear in
mind that the HIGHER the GRADE the
Wiser your FOOD investment!.
A. B. C. HOT BREAD AND ROLLS

Mean Practicay/QOD—sound in FLOUR and in WORK
MANSHlK-Exquisitely BAKED—and SANITAKy in factor and. contact.

WATCH THE A. T&n BREAD SHOP WINDOWS!

2q7 Plain Street. Biddeford
' J. Randolph Holt, Xanager

Kennebunk

Nt W. T. COX

Sometimes, we find the very
young, exceeding rich in human
sympathies. And, often, a visit
to a local Christian Endeavor
meeting throws a clear, sweet
light upon the home life of the
community. In who but the very
young does the spirit that dwells
in the inost secret chambers of the
heart of the world tremble and
pulse so near the surface!
Our young friends were inter
ested last Sunday evening in the
widest, deepest, most disputed
subject twisted into the character
and temper of the age in which
Mason Block'
Kennebunk we live—.“Success in Business.”
Youth was big with the tidal wave
Evenings by appointment.
of spiritual vitality just now flow
Telephone 49-8
ing round the world. And it had
some older heads to indicate the
creative energy of business which
we denominate “Success.”
THE JEWELER
The first of the two minute
speakers was still a ybung man—
253 Hain St.
Biddeford Mr. Joseph Cole, a business man
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.
Ofice Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Stilly

to carry grease into the tub.

The most practical Electric Wash
ing Machine piade.
Ask for Demonstration at Our Stores

Dr Frederick R. Ferris

Saturday Products Featured and

Osteopath

Open 8 a. m. to 6.30 p. m., Saturday until

m

FURNITURE, CARPETS,

RUGS, DRAPERIES

Atkinson Block/
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson, Block
Saco, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
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When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think

Miss May Tripp is making prep
arations to start immediately on a
Western trip during whch she
will make her headquarters at the
home of Mrs. A. J. Denton, at
Coronado Beach, California. She
Let us help you with your
will also visit friends in Colorado.
F. C. Bradeen, of Springvale,
Wearing Apparel Needs.
who bought the May Tripp place
recently is moving in with his
family this week.
FOR
Miss Elmer Burton of Hartland
You will find our stocks of Men’s
visited her aunt Miss May Tripp
last week.
and Young Men’s Clothing, Hats,
M. G. Morse, who purchased the
Calvin True place during the sum American Ware, white body with
Caps, Work Clothes and Fur
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
mer is erecting a cement block pink flower and green spray deco
Next' Door to -Biddeford National Bank
garage, 40x40 feet, near his resi ration.
nishings of all kinds, most com
dence. The work is being rapidly 42 piece sets. Service for six peo
plete and of extra good quality.
finished under the able super ple. Set consists of the following
Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
vision of S. M. Tvedt of Kenne pieces:
bunk. The cement block type of
6 Bread and Butter Plates |i Silver Plate Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.
garage, in the building of which
6 Dinner Plates S
Mr. Tvedt -specializes, . is being
6 Soup Plates
And at prices easily graduated
found to be the most satisfactory
6 Sauce Dishes
style for garages with-an extreme
to fit any pocket book.
1 Meat Platter
ly reasonable cost and is now be
1 Vegetable Dish
ing used practically to the ex
1 Sugar Bowl
clusion of other materials. Mr.
1 Cream Pitcher
Morse will open his garage early
1 Bowl
Besides—you will find this a
Kennebunk
Maine
in the spring.
Regular Price, a set ____ __ .$8.09
The end of the carrot crop from Sale price, for a short time only,
Friendly stores
You’ll not be
the Beach section is being put on
the cars. Outside of the ordinary
urged to buy—and you’ll always
truck and retail sale locally, over
find our clerks ready with helpful
seven car loads have been shipped. 66 piece set. Service for eight
The farmers report the price this people. Set consists of the follow
painstaking service-as we want
year is much lower than has pre ing pieces:
Is offering attractive furnishings for Men and Boys—in
8 ~
vailed during the war, but the
Bread and Butter Plates
you for a friend rather than a
crop was very satisfactory from
8 Dessert Plates
a refined variety from the most expensive creations, to the
the standpoint of production for
8 Dinner Plates
customer.
simpler fashioned and frugal priced SHIRTS, TIES, UN
acreage.
8 Soup Plates
8 Sauce Dishes Mrs. O. J. Hubbard visited
DERWEAR,
COLLARS, etc., etc. The whole line of the
8 Cups and Saucers
friends in Lynn last Sunday.
Meat
Platters
Season’s HABERDASHERY.
Arthur Norton and family of
1 Vegetable Dish
Cambridge have been at their sum
.
1
Covered
Vegetable
Dish
mer home this week closing it for
We feature at so attractive a price Every
1 Graw
the winter.
1
thing
in the way of wear for the cold windy
Pickle
|
The Ladies Aid of the First
i Sugar Bowl
Congregational church will hold a
days
that
are with us—that the'out-of-theI , Cream Pitcher
.. _____
Christmas sale and supper in the
Regular
Price,
a
set
.........
$14.20
Town
stores
cannot meet the contrast.
church on the evening of Decem
ber 9. The supper will be served Sale pric,e for a short time only
at seven o’clock.
• Come-right into the DAYLIGHT STORE, and you will
Charles A. Dyer of Wells Beach
, GET YOUR WINTER NEEDS at our o#n SPECIAL
closed his home here this week
and went to Portland on Wednes
PRICES—the VERY LOWEST.
day to spend the winter.
The giant air plane which took
part in the Armistice day celebra
BIDDEFORD. ME.
tion attracted much attention on
Tuesday on its trip along the
coast. It was flying very low
along Wells Beach and its general
outlines, with its large passenger
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE, PORTLAND, MAINE.
carrying cat’could be plainly ob
Heavy and light weight, Light and
served.
From .1 to 100 tons.; .No,com
dark grey and Splendid Khaki Colors,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester M. Bragdon pany can quote lower prices on any
who had been stopping with Mr. kind of cargo from Furniture to
Extraordinary value at a limited
Bragdon’s patents Mr. and Mrs. Sand..
skein
quantity.
___________
George L. Bragdon and with Mrs. Call me up, it will save you
Bragdon’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. money. .
SACO
BIDDEFORD
Ä.
Luther S. Weare, of Ogunquit, for
121-123 Main St.
TwO Live Stores
ITO Main St.
a week, following their honey
PORTLAND
Mrs. Trueman Littlefield gave a moon at Bar Harbor left on Mon
surprise party to Mr. and Mrs. day night for their future home in Tel. 31-2 Kennebunkport, Maine
Fred Stiles at her home on Mon New York. They will* live at 854
day evening. The party was given West 181st Street in the Bronx.
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Stiles’ Mrs. Hattie Brown has been in
recent marriage, the young couple Moody during the week.
being invited to the Littlefield Mrs. Annie Blaisdell went to
house ostensibly for tea. When Waltham, Mass., on Tuesday to
they arrived they found that a stay with friends until she starts
party was being given in their the last of the months for Cali
honor. There were about twenty fornia.
present. They were the recipients Mrs. Marsia A. Allen of Bauneg
of a large number of valuable and Beg is spending the week as guest
useful presents including a beau of Mrs. p. J. Hubbard.
tiful Nippon china salad set.
The local hunters have been
WELLS DEPOT
quite successful. It is reported
that deer have been brought in by Mr. and Mrs. Edward Buckman
Lester Hatch, Stewart Adjutant, who have b’een living on thè War
Robert Thomas and Harry Knights ren Williams place are removing
Mrs. Abbie Drawbridge of Mid to Portsmouth.
Will you spare
dleton New Hampshire is the Miss Irene Otis has accepted a
Can sell, does sell, Underwear for
guest of her sister, _ Miss Kate position in George Fenderson’s
store here.
Lord.
5 minutes ?
Grange held their
The annual harvest supper is Elm Brook
MEN, WOMEN, and CHILDREN
meeting at the home of
being held by the Ladies’s Aid this regular
to find but what a fine looking fellow you really
Mrs.
Albert
Hatch,
on
^Saturday
Thursday, evening.
evening. At the close of the busi
at a DISCOUNT to YOU
are?
ness meeting refreshments were
New C. & K. Velour Hats have just been un
served.
packed—come now and see yourself as
William Card took a party of
friends to the dance-in North Ber
you’ve often, wished others could see you.
Mr. Thomas Swain spent the wick last Saturclay night.
Velours are going to be immensely popular this
There will be a supper and en
Whatever your High Cost of Living
week-end at hia homa here.
Winter with America’s best dressers. Wheretertainment in the vestry of the
Lloyd Nunan who is employed in Wells Depot church on Friday
ever you see fashionable men gather you’ll see
Sanford is spending a few days at evening of this week.
Problem may be just call at this store
his home here.
Velours galore—and they’ll look good wherever
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Morrill of
. Miss Cora Smith spent the week Baunèg Beg visited friends at Bald
you see them if they are genuine.
and get figures on WOMEN’S-,
end and holiday at her home in Hill on Sunday.
Woodsford.
Our Velours were made-by Crofat Knapp. They
MOODY MAINE
SUITS
COATS
DRESSES,
MW. Nancy Shufileburg and son
are genuine in body—fast in color—refreshing
Walter were Portland visitors J. Howard Hubbard and family
ly new in style, and. we »are going to sell them
Tuesday.
SKIRTS, ANYTHING in the latest
of Kittery were in town on Friday
at
Mrs. W. H. Coon and family last to attend the funeral of their
spent the week-end at the Creek. Uncle, Mr. William Goodale.
APPAREL for Wie,.Mother, Sweet
Mr. B. D. Wildes and two sons, The unusual tides of last week
Clifford and Leslie who are em are said to have been the highest
ployed in Sanford spent the week for over thirty years. Rocks and
heart; We will
the rest.
seaweed were deposited in the
end at their home 'here.
which is very, very reasonable nowadays for
road
at
Wells
Beach
by
the
heavy
Misses Gertrude Wildes and sea. and the other Beach roads
such a valuable asset to one’s appearance and
Maruegrite Wildes were Biddeford were
impassable at high tide.
considerably under the price that some importvisitors Saturday.
LET US SHOW YOU ONE ECONOMIC/^ METHOD—
Roy Moody, Clement Clark andi
^*ers would and do charge for the same grade of
Mrs. Ella Wildes entertained the Archie Fenderson returned on Sat
Christmas Club at her home on urday last from Bingham,. Me.,
goodness.
Tuesday evening, seventeen being where they spent a week in the
Colors: Slate, Sand, Sage, Seal arid Midnight.
Every garm^Wu
from us carries with it a mark-pff
present. Mrs. Bertha uNnan will woods. They report cold weather
of one-hajS^e higher rents and up-keep gf Main
be the hostess next week,and the and snow in that section^
meeting will be held on Wednes Armistice Day was passed quiet
We can/^ you this’ U Alfred Street has in stock the
day. evening.
ly_ here. Appropriate exercises
same
Values, Styles, Models, and Fabrics shown
were held in the schools for an
on Fm Street—BUT, tho we pay the same price in Ro§-V
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best
hqur in the morning, the remain
FOR SALE
Jpand New York, we credit the Patrons of this Shop
der of the day being a holiday.
Stores for Men and Boys
xth our rental difference. PLAIN?
Single comb Rhode Island Red Funeral services were held on
Cockerels—pure strain-splendid Friday, Nov. 7, for “Uncle” Wil
breeding stock. S. A. Mathews, liam Goodale, who passed away
Moody Post Office, Wells, Maine. Nov. 4, at the advanced age of 91
-ru
sure of bountiful, beautiful,
vears. Mr. Goodale was a life
Nov. 14, 3t, 20, 27. pd.
Thu. you
BARGAINS
long resident of the town and will
be greatly missed, although he
WOOD SAWING.
has been confined to the house for
try is to buy—
Wood sawed into stove lengths a, number of years by the infirmi
gFTo buy is ASSURANCE—
in any quantify anywhere by pow ties of age. He Is survived by a
er machine. Apply to S. M. Tvedt. number of nephews and neices,
ASSURANCE is what you Want.
Tel. 133-13 Ken. Kennebunk, Me. Mrs. Goodale having died nine
years ago.
Adv. 11-13-19 4t. pd.

Sale of
Dinner Sets

HL L. Dupre

Thanksgiving

H. L. DUPRE

$6.98

GOOD WATCHES-think
>H. L. DUPRE
RINGS—think

Smart and up to the Hour

$12.98

DESMOND-HOWE CO.
, to

r-1- EVANS & co

Dresser’s Daylight Store
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WHEN IN PORTLAND

W-«■

I. L. EVANS & CO

the store for men

Motor Trucking

WEST KENNEBUNK

R. G. SEAVEY

oer-

Yarns for Sweaters
88c

POFTEQUS, M1KBF1L & BRAIN (0

Would You Believe This?

H. POLAKEWICH SHOP
11 Alfred Street, Biddeford Maine

gu$
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WILDES DISTRICT

$6 and $8

OE THE CLOTHIER

Enterprise Ads. Pay
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